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GEOLOGY APPLIED TO THE EVALUATION OF DEVELOPMENT AREAS

The plan above shows an area of proposed development near Cairnhill, Airdrie. The site is covered by a variable thickness of Drift and is crossed by the buried outcrops of several coal seams containing abandoned shallow workings in part unrecorded. The outcrop positions, geological succession and structures were defined by boreholes and trenches, and the differing hazards arising from the old workings were evaluated for separate parts of the area. This enabled the layout and foundation design to be planned with the optimum relationship to the mining and geological conditions. Successful proton magnetometer surveys were also made to locate abandoned shafts. The example is one of many similar studies undertaken by the Wimpey Central Laboratory.
fine examples of RUSSIAN craftsmanship

at realistic prices Russian-built Microscopes are a strong feature of specialised laboratories in Britain today—for the best possible reasons. They are of advanced design, they are available immediately and they are very economical in capital expenditure.

THE ORTHOSCOPIC/CONOSCOPIC MIN-10

Probably the most versatile and best-equipped microscope of its type available anywhere in the world today, the MIN-10 is designed for orthoscopic or conoscopic observations of transparent specimens in transmitted or polarised light. Magnification range × 17.5 to × 900. Fully rotating stage graduated to 360°. The comprehensive optical outfit includes two additional condensers (for use with a × 90 oil-immersion objective and with a *FYODOROV five-axial stage).

Price complete £120.

THE STEREOSCOPIC POLARISING MPS-1

The MPS-1 gives a brilliant, erect, three-dimensional image of specimens examined by transmitted or incident light, normal or polarised. Magnification range × 3.6 to × 87.5. Working distance 64 mm. Circular, rotating, divided stage, additional rotating stage tilted to angle of 11°. Complete with colour filters, first order quartz compensating plate and full range of optical accessories.

Price £225.

Demonstration of these and any other model in T.O.E.'s wide range of Russian microscopes can be arranged either in your own laboratory or at T.O.E.'s showroom—just send a postcard and we will contact you immediately.

TECHNICAL & OPTICAL EQUIPMENT (LONDON) LTD · 15-17 PRAED STREET · LONDON · W2 · Telephone: AMBassador 3181
Poor old 'ROCK'  
he cracked under pressure

So would you if you were put in SOLITARY CONFINEMENT and given the ELE 3way squeeze!

ELEphantasy....

and ELE fact!

E.L.E. HOEK TRIAXIAL CELL

A complete range of sizes for this unique design of triaxial cell is now obtainable from E.L.E. together with all the essential test accessories.

Assembly of the rock specimen with attachment of strain gauges is achieved simply and effectively (using a specially formed high pressure rubber membrane) without disturbing the hydraulic pressure system. Individual cells for unit specimen sizes within the range 1 inch to 2.125 inch diameter are available.

These cells, operating at pressures up to 10,000 lb/sq in, provide a major "breakthrough" in both design and successful test technique. Technical appraisal and price list available on request.

*ELEPHANTASY*—a light-hearted look at Materials Testing—is a regular cartoon feature in our quarterly news-sheet 'SELECT'. Are you getting a copy? If not, write and let us know.

ENGINEERING LABORATORY EQUIPMENT LIMITED

Manufacturers and Designers of Materials Testing Equipment

WOODCOCK HILL - HAREFIELD ROAD - RICKMANSWORTH - HERTS

Telephone: Rickmansworth 74251  Cables: E.L.E. Rickmansworth
WYKEHAM FARRANCE
HIGH PRESSURE TRIAXIAL EQUIPMENT
10,000 P.S.I.

CONSTANT PRESSURE APPARATUS
FULLY AUTOMATIC WITH A SELF-COMPENSATING BALANCING UNIT

10" DIA TEST GAUGE
RESOLUTION BETTER THAN ± 0.15% FULL SCALE READING
Oil movement only occurs when there is a volume change in cell
No pressure pulsation
No hydraulic fluid heating

TRIAXIAL CELL FOR SAMPLES UP TO 2½" DIAMETER
ALL STEEL CONSTRUCTION
PROVISION CAN BE MADE FOR DRAINAGE & PORE WATER MEASUREMENT
The unique hydraulic balancing system incorporated in the ram, eliminates the upward thrust exerted on the ram by the sample confining pressure

WESTON ROAD, SLOUGH, BUCKS. Tel: SLOUGH 23193/25905
We have got soil analysis taped

Not long ago, the calculation of soil test results was creating a bottleneck in Foundation Engineering laboratories. Now the business of soil analysis has been speeded up dramatically with the acquisition of the Group ICT 1904 computer.

The readings from consolidation and triaxial tests are programmed and fed into our computer which calculates the results automatically — and accurately.

Naturally, clients are pleased with this new service. So are our engineers. While the computer handles laborious, time consuming detail, they can devote themselves to more valuable study of your specific problems.

Contact us at Leeds or London to find out how we can tape your particular soil analysis problem. And remember — if your problem is not on home ground, Foundation Engineering operate on a world-wide basis.

Foundation Engineering Ltd.,
111 Westminster Bridge Rd. London SE1. WAT 4977
A member of the COSTAIN group of companies
Try

HUNTINGS

for the complete range of survey services for Engineering Geology

Geology
Geophysics
Marine Geology & Geophysics
Photogeology
Photogrammetric mapping
Surveying
Volumetric computing

Details and Information Sheets

HUNTING SURVEYS & CONSULTANTS LTD
6, Elstree Way, Boreham Wood, Herts.
Tele: 01:953-6161
**SOIL MECHANICS LTD.**

In Association with

Soil Mechanics - Soletanche Ltd.
Soil Mechanics - (Equipment) Ltd.
Engineering Laboratory Equipment Ltd.
Rock Mechanics Ltd.

**Carry out**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Methodologies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site investigation</td>
<td>Large diameter bored piles and cylinders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground water control</td>
<td>Cast-in-situ piles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underpinning</td>
<td>Chemical consolidation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grouting</td>
<td>Corrosion surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil stabilisation</td>
<td>Geological surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of foundation engineering problems</td>
<td>Geophysical services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedial measures to existing foundations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Soil Mechanics Ltd.**

65, Old Church Street, London, S.W.3.

Telephone: FLAxman 8111
Telex 24351
Problem's Piling?
Get down to it with us at
FOUNDATIONS LTD
-we have all the answers!

STANDARD BORED PILES
HOLMPRESS DRIVEN PILES
VIBRO REPLACEMENT
HOLMPRESS PATENT BORED PILES
LARGE DIAMETER BORED PILES
GROUTING

SITE INVESTIGATION

Contact any of these centres for a comprehensive site investigation and piling service. Please write or phone for descriptive technical literature and for advice.

G.K.N. Foundations Limited

COVENTRY
HULL
LONDON
MIDDLESBROUGH
MOTHERWELL
WIGAN

Oxford Road, Ryton-on-Dunsmore (Toll Bar 2376)
Leads Road (Hull 42254)
Grove Works, Trussley Road, off Hammersmith Grove,
London, W.6 (Riverside 9137)
132-134 Borough Road (Middlesbrough 47845)
100 Park Street (Motherwell 2438)
Woodhouse Lane (Wigan 44789)
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